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a b s t r a c t
To produce a complete 3D reconstruction of a large-scale architectural scene, both ground and aerial
images are usually captured. A common approach is to ﬁrst reconstruct the models from different image sources separately, and align them afterwards. Using this pipeline, this work proposes an accurate
and eﬃcient approach for ground-to-aerial model alignment in a coarse-to-ﬁne manner. First, both the
ground model and aerial model are transformed into the geo-referenced coordinate system using GPS
meta-information for coarse alignment. Then, the coarsely aligned models are reﬁned by a similarity
transformation that is estimated based on 3D point correspondences between them, and the 3D point
correspondences are determined in a 2D-image-matching manner by considering the rich textural and
contextual information in the 2D images. Due to the dramatic differences in viewpoint and scale between ground and aerial images, which make matching them directly nearly impossible, we perform an
intermediate view-synthesis step to mitigate the matching diﬃculty. To this end, the following three key
issues are addressed: (a) selecting a suitable subset of aerial images to cover the ground model properly;
(b) synthesizing images from the ground model under the viewpoints of the selected aerial images; and
ﬁnally, (c) obtaining the 2D point matches between the synthesized images and the selected aerial images. The experimental results show that the proposed model alignment approach is quite effective and
outperforms several state-of-the-art techniques in terms of both accuracy and eﬃciency.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Large-scale 3D reconstruction from image collections has developed rapidly, in terms of both accuracy and eﬃciency, in recent
years [4–6,10,22]. To obtain a complete reconstruction of a largescale architectural scene, the images are usually captured by handheld cameras for ground model and by unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) for aerial model. As illustrated in Fig. 1, for such models
(dense 3D point clouds), the ground model is highly detailed, but
often incomplete, notably lacks roof information (Fig. 1a); in contrast, the aerial model is more complete but less detailed, especially for the building facade (Fig. 1b). These two model types provide complementary 3D structure information of the architectural
scene. Therefore, it is expected that a more elaborate and complete
3D model of the architectural scene can be reconstructed by aligning and fusing these two kinds of models.
A straightforward way to align the ground and aerial models is
to ﬁnd 3D point correspondences by matching 2D image local fea-
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tures such as SIFT [16], SURF [2] and A-SIFT [18]. However, such
features often prove inadequate to handle the dramatic viewpoint
and scale differences between the ground and aerial images. Another strategy for ground and aerial image matching is to match
the image patches. In [25], Wolff et al. proposed to match the
building facade from street-view and aerial images by exploiting
their regular structure. They extracted the regular patches from the
images to be matched and compared the candidate patch matches
based on the similarity of color, texture and edge-based context.
However, their proposed method depends heavily on the building facade having a regular structure, and it can determine only
whether the two extracted image patches belong to the same
building facade.
Additionally, some 3D local features exist that can be used
for model matching and alignment, such as spin images (SI) [13],
fast point feature histogram (FPFH) [20] and rotational projection
statistics (RoPS) [9]. In a comprehensive evaluation paper [8], Guo
et al. compared the performances of several 3D local features in
terms of robustness, scalability and eﬃciency and concluded that
RoPS performs the best. However, these 3D local features appear
to be inappropriate for aligning models reconstructed from image
collections, because the models are usually too noisy. Furthermore,
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. The reconstructed models (dense point clouds) from different image collections. (a). The ground model. (b). The aerial model.

the iterative closest point (ICP) [3] based point cloud registration
methods [1,15,27] are not suitable for this task either, because the
two models are not initially aligned well and are usually quite different in terms of accuracy, density and noise level.
Another type of feature exploits both the textural information
from the 2D image and the structural information from the 3D
model for model alignment. In [26], Wu et al. described a novel
feature based on view normalization. The feature contains both
textural information (SIFT feature) and structural information (3D
position and normal) of the extracted point. It is invariant to viewpoint changes and effective for model alignment in various situations. However, according to the evaluation in [21], it performs
poorly for ground-to-aerial model alignment.
The work most similar to ours is that in [21], where Shan et
al. proposed aligning the ground and aerial models in a 2D-imagematching manner. They ﬁrst synthesized an aerial viewpoint image
for each ground image based on the reconstructed ground model
and the calibrated aerial camera parameters. Then, they conducted
SIFT matching between the synthesized images and the aerial images and estimated a similarity transformation for ground-to-aerial
model alignment. However, according to their paper, it is very
time-consuming to perform image synthesis and SIFT matching for
each ground image. In addition, the architectural scene captured
by a single ground image is highly incomplete and always corresponds to a rather small region of the aerial image. The key difference between our current work and [21] lies in the way of how
to synthesize the aerial viewpoint images. In our work, the aerial
viewpoint images are synthesized by projecting the ground model
under the projective matrices of aerial cameras, rather than warping single ground images based on their depth maps. Our method
has two advantages over that proposed in [21]. First, we consider
the completeness of the ground model when synthesizing images.
Second, the time complexity of our method is much smaller than
that of [21]. Experiments show that our proposed method outperforms the method in [21] in terms of alignment accuracy and computational eﬃciency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The proposed
method is described in Section 2 and evaluated in Section 3.
Section 4 presents some concluding remarks and discussion of future work.
2. Proposed method
2.1. Overview
For convenience of presentation, the symbols and notations
used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

Given

NgIN

ground

NaIN

{IgIN(i) |i = 1, 2, . . . , NgIN } and
= 1, 2, . . . , NaIN },
structure-from-

images

{IaIN( j ) | j

aerial
images
motion (SfM) [5] is used to obtain the camera parameters (intrinsic: K; extrinsic: R, c) of each image,
which are denoted as {KgIN(i ) , RgIN(i ) , cgIN(i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , NgIN } and

{KaIN( j ) , RaIN( j ) , caIN( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , NaIN }, respectively. Then, multiple-

view stereo (MVS) [22] is performed to obtain the ground model
IN
MIN
g and the aerial model Ma . These models are dense point
clouds generated during the MVS process that include color and
normal information. In addition, the GPS meta-information of
these images, i.e., the geo-referenced coordinates of the cameras,
IN
GPS
IN
{cgGPS
(i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , Ng } and {ca( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , Na }, are assumed to
be available and can be acquired in the following two ways:
(a) loading from the built-in camera GPS;
(b) converting from ground control points (GCPs) whose positions
are acquired through GPS measurements or through Differential
GPS (D-GPS) for accurate measurements.
The captured aerial images {IaIN }, calibrated camera parameters
IN
{Kg , RgIN , cgIN } and {KaIN , RaIN , caIN }, reconstructed models MIN
g and
MIN
a and the GPS meta-information of the ground and aerial images {cgGPS } and {caGPS } are taken as the system input. Note that the
captured ground images {IgIN } are not input into our proposed system. The ﬁnely aligned ground and aerial models MFg A and MFaA
are the ultimate system output.
Ground-to-aerial model alignment is performed in a two-step
manner. First, coarse alignment is performed by transforming both
the ground and aerial models to the geo-referenced coordinate system according to their respective GPS imaging meta-information,
followed by ﬁne alignment, which consists of the following three
key steps: aerial view selection, aerial view synthesis and subregion SIFT matching, which constitute our main contributions. The
pipeline of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 2.
2.2. Coarse alignment
IN
After the models (MIN
g , Ma ) have been reconstructed in their
respective local coordinate systems (metric reconstruction [11]), we
ﬁrst transform them into the geo-referenced coordinate system to
perform coarse alignment:



CA CA
IN
CA
MCA
g = Sg Rg Mg + Tg
CA CA
IN
CA
MCA
a = Sa Ra Ma + Ta

,

(1)

CA
where MCA
g and Ma are the coarsely aligned ground and aerial
models in the geo-referenced coordinate system, respectively, and
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
{SCA
g , Rg , Tg } and {Sa , Ra , Ta } are the estimated similarity
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Table 1
Summary of symbols and notations used in this paper.
Data type

Symbol

Camera

Model
Transformation

Description

NnM

Number of cameras

InM(i )
PnM(i )
{KnM(i) , RnM(i) , cnM(i) }
sM
n (i )
rnM(i )

θnM(i)

Image
Projective matrix
Intrinsic, rotation matrix and camera location
Projected area of the ground model
Projected area ratio of the ground model
Pitch angle of the aerial camera

MM
n
M
M
{SM
n , Rn , Tn }

Reconstructed model, i.e. dense point cloud
Scaling, rotation and translation

Depending on the situation, the possible
superscripts and subscripts of the symbols:
M could be IN for input, CA for coarse
alignment, FA for ﬁne alignment, IS for initial
aerial view selection, FS for ﬁnal aerial view
selection and CS for current view selection;
n could be g for ground camera / model and a
for aerial camera / model;
i is for the ith camera.

Fig. 2. Pipeline of the proposed method.

transformations between the local and geo-referenced coordinate
systems for ground and aerial models, respectively. S,R, and T denote scaling, rotation and translation, respectively. These similarity
transformations are estimated by a RANSAC-like algorithm [7] between the camera positions in the local coordinate systems and
their corresponding GPS positions. Taking the ground model as an
example, given the local coordinates {cgIN } and the geo-referenced
coordinates {cgGPS } of the ground cameras, the minimal subset (size
3) of the ground cameras for 3D–3D point set registration is selected at random. Then, the 3D–3D similarity transformation is estimated using the least-square solver [24]. The inlier set of the estimated transformation is obtained with the inlier threshold ε CA
setting to 1.0 m. This process is repeated many times (500 times
in this paper1 ) to obtain the maximal consensus set, which has
the maximal number of inliers. Finally, the similarity transformaCA
CA
tion {SCA
g , Rg , Tg } for the ground model coarse alignment is estimated with this maximal consensus set using the least-square
CA
CA
method [24] again. The similarity transformation {SCA
a , Ra , Ta } for
the aerial model is estimated in the same way.
In addition, because the extrinsic parameters (pose) of the
aerial camera are needed in the subsequent sections (Sections 2.3.1
and 2.3.2), they should be aligned so that they are consistent with
the coarsely aligned aerial model, while the intrinsic parameters
remain unchanged:

⎧ CA
K
= KaIN(i )
⎪
⎨ a (i )


RCA
= RaIN(i ) RCA
a
a (i )

⎪
⎩

cCA
a (i )

=



T

CA IN
SCA
a Ra ca ( i )

+



, i = 1, 2, ..., NaIN ,

(2)

TCA
a

CA
where {KaCA , RCA
a , ca } are the coarsely aligned parameters of the
aerial cameras.

1
This would guarantee a probability of 1–10–6 for successful estimation if the
inlier ratio is 30%, which indicates that 500 iterations are suﬃcient in this work.

The alignment result obtained using only GPS is usually suﬃciently accurate for the subsequent alignment. However, this result
may not be good enough when the GPS meta-information is either
too noisy or acquired by different types of GPS equipment (e.g., the
ground model is aligned using the built-in camera GPS, while the
aerial one is aligned using highly accurate D-GPS2 positions of the
GCPs). In such cases, we use a semi-interactive adjustment outlined below which will not be elaborated further in this paper.
Because the ﬁeld of view and distribution region of the aerial
cameras are usually much larger than those of the ground cameras, the scene covered by the aerial model is usually much larger
than that covered by the ground model. First, we manually select a
CA
CA
sub-model of MCA
a that overlaps Mg and denote it as Ma∩g . SecCA
CA
ond, the centers of Mg and Ma∩g are calculated. Third, the local
CA
rotations of MCA
g and Ma∩g with respect to the geo-referenced coordinate system are obtained by eigenvalue decomposition of the
models’ covariance matrices. Because both the ground and aerial
models have been transformed into the geo-referenced coordinate
system, their scales are similar. Consequently, the coarse alignment
result can be adjusted by aligning the center and local rotation of
CA
MCA
g to those of Ma∩g .
2.3. Fine alignment
Fine alignment is mainly used to determine the reliable 3D
point correspondences between the coarsely aligned ground and
aerial models from which the similarity transformation between
the two models can be computed. Considering the noisy nature of
models reconstructed from image collections and the loss of rich
textural and contextual information of 2D images in 3D models, in
2
Note that such situations are common in ground and aerial modeling (i.e., using
built-in camera GPS to roughly align the ground model to the geo-referenced coordinate system while using GCPs and D-GPS for geographic aerial modeling) because
the GCPs are easily identiﬁable from aerial images but not from ground images.
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Fig. 3. The result of aerial view selection, where the red cones denote the camera poses. (a). The captured aerial image set {IaIN(i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , NaIN }. (b). The initially selected

aerial image set {IaIS( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , NaIS }. (c). The ﬁnally selected aerial image set {IaF(Sk ) |k = 1, 2, . . . , NaF S }.

this work, we implement ﬁne alignment via 2D image matching
rather than via direct 3D model matching. In addition, considering
the notable differences in viewpoint and scale between the original aerial and ground images, it is not desirable to match them
directly. In this work, we use an alternative approach to tackle
the image matching problem. More speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst project the
ground model under the aerial viewpoints to generate synthesized
images, and then establish 2D point matches between the synthesized and original aerial images. The reason for projecting the
ground model to the aerial viewpoint images for image synthesis
rather than projecting in the reverse direction is that the points in
the ground model are much denser. In addition, since many aerial
images cover irrelevant or redundant information of the ground
model, it is preferable to ﬁlter those images out before the 2Dimage-matching. Hence, the key issues of our 2D-image-matching
based ﬁne alignment include: how to select a suitable subset of
aerial images covering the ground model properly; how to synthesize images from the ground model under the viewpoints of
the selected aerial images; and ﬁnally, how to obtain the 2D point
matches between the synthesized images and the selected aerial
images. These three issues will be elaborated in the next subsections.

2.3.1. Aerial view selection
Given the captured aerial image set {IaIN(i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , NaIN }, we
can see from Fig. 3a that on the one hand, because of the large distribution region of the aerial cameras, many aerial images do not
cover the ground model (e.g., the temple in the middle of Fig. 3a)
and are thus irrelevant for our alignment problem; on the other
hand, due to the characteristics of aerial photography, in which images are captures with a ﬁxed camera orientation along the ﬂight
path, many aerial images are very similar and thus contain much
redundant ground model information. Consequently, an effective
aerial view selection method is required to ﬁlter out those two
types of images and accelerate the ﬁne alignment process. When
selecting aerial images, the following three factors should be taken
into consideration:
IN
(a) The projected areas {sCA
(i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , Na } of the coarsely
aligned ground model in the selected aerial images should
be large enough to cover the ground model as completely as
possible;
IN
(b) The pitch angles {θaCA
(i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , Na } of the selected aerial
cameras should be small enough to maintain suﬃcient facade information of the ground model;
(c) The locations {cCA
|i = 1, 2, . . . , NaIN } of the selected aerial
a (i )
cameras should be as evenly distributed as possible to obtain evenly distributed 3D point correspondences between
the ground and aerial models.

Fig. 4. Sketch map of the pitch angle θ CA a(i) . Here, oG -xG yG zG is the geo-referenced
coordinate system, and oCA a(i) -xCA a(i) yCA a(i) zCA a(i) is the ith coarsely aligned aerial
camera coordinate system. [RaCA(i ) | − RaCA(i ) caCA(i ) ] is the transformation between the two
coordinate systems.

Based on the coarse alignment result and the above three factors, an automatic method for aerial view selection is proposed.
We ﬁrst take factors (a) and (b) into consideration for initial aerial
view ﬁltering (Fig. 3b). Then, the ﬁnally selected aerial image set
(Fig. 3c) is obtained by considering factor (c). The selection method
is detailed below.
The coarsely aligned ground model MCA
g can be approximately
represented by a bounding box. As described in Section 2.2, the
two models have been coarsely aligned and the parameters of
the aerial cameras have been aligned. For the ith aerial camera,
sCA
can be regarded as an approximation of the area of the overa (i )
lapped region between the projected polygon of the bounding box
CA
CA
CA CA
obtained using the projective matrix PaCA
(i ) = Ka(i ) [Ra(i ) | − Ra(i ) ca(i ) ]

and the aerial image IaIN(i ) . Then, the area ratio rCA
of the overa (i )
lapped region to the aerial image can also be obtained. In addition, the pitch angle of the ith aerial image θaCA
(i ) (Fig. 4) can be
computed using the third row of RCA
.
a (i )
Based on the computed area ratio rCA
and pitch angle θaCA
a (i )
(i ) ,
aerial images are initially selected when they satisfy:

rCA
a ( i ) > ra ,

θaCA(i) < θ p , (i = 1, 2, . . . , NaIN ).

(3)

The area ratio threshold ra and the pitch angle threshold θ p are
set to 30% and 45° in this work, respectively.
Assume that NaIS out of NaIN aerial images are retained after the initial aerial view selection, and the image set is
denoted as {IaIS( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , NaIS }. Then, the ﬁnal image set

{IaF(Sk) |k = 1, 2, . . . , NaF S} is selected by considering the factor (c).
If NaIS ≤ Ns (Ns is the cardinality of {IaF S }), {IaF S } is set to {IaIS };
otherwise, {IaF S } is selected as {IaF(Sk ) = IaIS( j∗ ) |k = 1, 2, ..., Ns}, which
(k )

means the j∗ (k )th image of {IaIS } is selected as the kth image of
{IaF S }. The index set of {IaF S }, { j(∗k) |k = 1, 2, . . . , Ns}, is selected by
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Algorithm 1
Aerial view selection.
CA CA
IN
CA
1. Input: the captured aerial image set {IaIN(i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , NaIN }, the aerial cameras’ parameters {KaCA
(i ) , RCA , ca(i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , Na } and the ground model Mg after coarse
alignment
2. Output: the ﬁnally selected image set {IaF(Sk ) |k = 1, 2, . . . , NaF S } and its corresponding cameras’ parameters {KaF(Sk ) , RaF (Sk ) , caF(Sk ) |k = 1, 2, . . . , NaF S }
3. Obtain the initially selected image set {IaIS( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , NaIS } by Eq. (3)
4. if NaIS ≤ Ns then
5. {IaF S } ← {IaIS }, NaF S ← NaIS
6. else
7. Set the ﬁrst image of {IaCS } by Eq. (5), NaCS ← 1
8. repeat
9. Greedily select one image from {IaIS } to {IaCS } by Eq. (6), NaCS ← NaCS + 1
10. until NaCS = Ns
11. {IaF S } ← {IaCS }, NaF S ← NaCS
12. end if
13. return {IaF S }, {KaF S , RaF S , caF S }

the following optimization process:

⎧
∗
⎪
⎪
⎨ j(k) = arg max

3
m=1

⎪
⎪
⎩s.t. ω( j ) = 0, 1;

2.3.2. Aerial view synthesis
Given the ﬁnally selected

σ(m) ω(1) caIS(1) , ω(2) caIS(2) , ..., ω(NaIS ) caIS NIS
( a)

NaIS
j=1



ω( j ) = Ns , j =

1, 2, ..., NaIS



2, . . . , NaF S }

,

(4)
where σ(m ) (ω(1 ) x(1 ) , ω(2 ) x(2 ) , . . . , ω(N ) x(N ) ) is a function for computing the mth eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of a weighted
point set {ω( j ) x( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , N}. Therefore, 3m=1 σ(m ) measures
the dispersity of the point set. ω( j ) = 0 means the point x(j) does
not participate in the above computation, and caIS( j ) is the location

of the jth camera in the image set {IaIS }. As a result, Eq. (4) essentially means Ns out of NaIS images in {IaIS } are chosen by maximizing
their locational dispersity. Ns is set to 10 in this work to balance
the computational eﬃciency and the completeness of the model
covered by the ﬁnally selected image set {IaF S }.
Because Eq. (4) is a 0–1 integer linear programming problem,
which is NP-hard, we solve it approximately by a greedy algorithm.
As the images are selected individually by the proposed greedy algorithm in the ﬁnal aerial view selection step, we deﬁne a dynamic
image set {IaCS(l ) |l = 1, 2, . . . , NaCS } for notational convenience. Here,
“dynamic set” means that during the ﬁnal aerial view selection, the
number of images in the set {IaCS } varies, and NaCS out of NaIS images
from {IaIS } are currently selected as members of {IaCS }. In addition,
during the greedy selection, the ﬁrst image of {IaCS } (i.e., the j(∗1 ) th
one in {IaIS }) should be determined ﬁrst. Here, it is selected as:

j(∗1) = arg max raIS( j ) /θaIS( j ) , ( j = 1, 2, . . . , NaIS ),

(5)

where raIS( j ) and θaIS( j ) are the area ratio and pitch angle of the jth
camera in {IaIS }. Then, the (NaCS + 1 )th image of {IaCS } should be selected as the j∗ CS th image in {IaIS }:
(Na +1 )

⎧
3
⎨ j∗
= arg max
σ(m) cCS
, cCS , ..., cCS
,c
CS +1
a (1 ) a (2 )
N
a (NaCS ) ( j ) ,
( a )
m=1  


⎩ s.t. c j ∈  IS cCS , j = 1, 2, ..., NIS − NCS
( )
a
a
{c a } a

(6)

where {caIS } and {cCS
a } are the camera location sets of the initially
selected images and the currently selected images during the ﬁnal selection, respectively. ࢙U A denotes the complement of set A
with respect to the universal set U. The procedure in Eq. (6) is repeated until the number of image {IaCS }, namely, NaCS , reaches the
pre-set upper bound Ns . Then {IaF S } is set to {IaCS }, and the ﬁnal
aerial view selection is complete. In addition, the camera parameters of the selected aerial images can also be obtained and are
denoted as {KaF(Sk ) , RaF (Sk ) , caF (Sk ) |k = 1, 2, . . . , NaF S }. The aerial view selection algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.

aerial

image

set

{IaF(Si) |i = 1,

for 2D image matching (Fig. 7a and e), the corresponding synthesized image set can be obtained by aerial view
synthesis. Here, a synthesized image is deﬁned as a projection
of the ground model under the viewpoints of the selected aerial
cameras. The color information of each pixel in the synthesized
image is set to that of the 3D point in the ground model projected
onto this pixel, because each 3D point in the ground model
contains color information. Given the projective
matrices of

 the
ﬁnally selected aerial images, PaFS(i ) = KaFS(i ) RaFS(i ) | − RaFS(i ) caFS(i ) , for

each 3D point mCA
, ( j = 1, 2, . . . , Ng ) in the coarsely aligned
g( j )
CA
ground model Mg , where Ng is the number of points in MCA
g ,
its projected location p(i, j) in the selected aerial view IaF(Si ) can be
computed by:





FS
p(i, j ) ∼ PaFS(i ) mCA
g( j ) , i = 1, 2, . . . , Na ; j = 1, 2, . . . , Ng ,

(7)

where ∼ denotes equality up to scale.
The perspective distortions, locational deviations and scale differences between the synthesized and aerial images are usually
small because the ground and aerial models have already been
coarsely aligned. In addition to the synthesized view, the depth
map of the synthesized view used for 2D–3D mapping, is also
needed because the putative 2D point matches obtained by image
matching should be converted to the 3D point correspondences for
the ﬁne model alignment.
However, noises and outliers are inevitable in the ground model
due to the nature of image based modeling which may affect
both the synthesized aerial view and the constructed depth map,
thereby degrading the results of image matching and model alignment. Because the ground model is much denser than the aerial
model (close-range ground observation vs. large-scale aerial observation), there are usually multiple points that are projected onto
the same pixel when synthesizing the aerial-view image by projecting the ground model. To illustrate this, Fig. 5 gives three examples of projection distributions in one aerial view of the ground
model, where Np is the number of points projected onto one aerial
image pixel. Np is obtained by projecting each point in the ground
model using Eq. (7) and counting the number of projections onto
each aerial view pixel. As shown in Fig. 5a, Np is usually 0 (i.e.,
no point in the ground model is projected onto that pixel of the
aerial view, because the region covered by the aerial view is much
larger than that covered by the ground model). In addition, according to Fig. 5b, the case of Np > 1 is much more common than the
case of N p = 1. Note that Np can sometimes be larger than 100.
Hence, multiple ground model points can be projected onto the
same aerial view pixel.
Based on the above analysis, we propose a method that simultaneously considers both the depth and density of the points. This
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Fig. 5. Projection distributions in the aerial view of the ground models. NC, YJ and FG are the datasets of Nan-Chan, Yun-Ju and Fo-Guang temples, respectively, which are
detailed in the experimental section. Np is the number of the projections onto one aerial image pixel. (a). The entire projection distribution. (b). The enlarged version of (a)
without the case of Np = 0 for better visualization.

Fig. 6. Sketch map of the set of points {x( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , N p}, with depths {d( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , N p}, normals {n( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , N p} and visible angles {θ ( j ) | j = 1, 2, …, Np }, that
are projected onto a particular pixel of a selected aerial image IaF(Si ) with camera center caF(Si ) .

method is more effective for view synthesis. The point density is
considered because a point with larger density is more likely to lie
on the surface of an object, while a point with smaller density is
more likely to be noise or an outlier.
As illustrated in Fig. 6, the points {x( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , N p }
(with depth {d( j ) | j = 1, 2, . . . , N p } and visible angle {θ( j ) | j =
1, 2, . . . , N p }) are the Np points projected onto the same pixel of
the image to be synthesized. The depth is the distance between
the camera center caF (Si ) and the point x(j) . The visible angle θ (j) is
deﬁned as the included angle between the ray pointing from caF (Si )
to x(j) and the normal of the point n(j) , which is estimated in the
MVS process. Note that the visible angle represents the visibility of
the point with respect to the given camera, i.e., point xj is visible in
the selected aerial camera IaF(Si ) if its visible angle θ (j) > θ v (θ v is set
to 90° in this work). The point indexed by j∗ is selected for view
synthesis and depth map construction by the optimization process:





j∗ = arg max td ( j ) + αtρ ( j ) , ( j = 1, 2, . . . , N p ),

(8)

where α is a balancing factor set to 0.5 in this work, and td ( j ) and
tρ ( j ) are the normalized depth and density terms of the point x(j) ,
respectively, and are deﬁned as follows:

⎧
⎨td ( j ) =

⎩tρ ( j ) =

d(N p ) −d( j )

d(N p ) −d(1 )

ρ( j ) −min {ρ( j ) }

{

}

{

max ρ( j ) −min ρ( j )

, ( j = 1, 2, ..., N p ).

(9)

}

Note that from the deﬁnition in Eq. (9), there is a negative correlation between the normalized depth td ( j ) and the depth d( j ) ,
and a positive correlation between the normalized density tρ ( j )
and the density ρ ( j ) . As a result, the point with smaller depth d( j )
and larger density ρ ( j ) is selected with priority by the optimization
process deﬁned in Eq. (8). In addition, the density ρ ( j ) is deﬁned

as follows:

ρ( j ) =

⎧ 1
⎪
⎨ d( j+1) −d( j ) , j = 1
1

, j = Np

d( j ) −d( j−1)
⎪
⎩
2
, otherwise
d( j+1) −d( j−1)

.

(10)

Here, ρ ( j ) is determined by the distance between the point x( j )
and its two nearby neighborhoods. The smaller the distance is, the
larger the point density ρ ( j ) becomes. The necessity of introducing tρ ( j ) and its inﬂuence on the result when α changes will be
addressed in the experimental section.
A remaining problem should be addressed here for our method
described above. Because all the points in the ground model are
projected onto the aerial view when synthesizing the images, some
points on the back facade of the ground model with respect to
the given aerial viewpoint are also projected. Consequently, artifacts are generated, as highlighted by the red rectangles in Fig. 7b
and f.
To tackle this problem, we retain only those pixels for which
the visible angle θ( j∗ ) of the corresponding 3D points is larger than
θ v (90°) (i.e., those points are visible to the aerial camera) when
synthesizing the aerial view. Having established the 2D–3D point
correspondences in the above view synthesis and ﬁltering process,
the depth map can be easily constructed for the synthesized image. Fig. 7c and d and Fig. 7g and h show examples of the synthesized images and depth maps with visibility ﬁltering. We can
see that most artifacts are eliminated and the parts of the ground
model that should be captured by the aerial view are well retained.
Although there are still some incorrect regions in the synthesized
images and depth maps because of the noisy point normal and the
nature of the spatial discontinuity of the point cloud, such regions
are quite small and have little inﬂuence on the subsequent image
matching step. After view synthesis and depth map construction,
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Fig. 7. The aerial view synthesis result.3 (a). The aerial view to be synthesized. (b). The synthesized image without visibility ﬁltering. (c). The synthesized image with
visibility ﬁltering. (d). The constructed depth map. (e)–(h). Another example of aerial view synthesis result. The red rectangles in (b) and (f) highlight the artifacts of image
synthesis.

median ﬁltering is performed on the synthesized image and depth
map to reduce noise and ﬁll in possible holes.
2.3.3. Sub-region SIFT matching
After the aerial view synthesis has been completed, image
matching between the synthesized image and the selected aerial
image can be performed. Because the synthesized image is generated by projecting the ground model onto the aerial view, the synthesized image has the same resolution as the aerial image. However, the region covered by the aerial image is usually much larger
than that covered by the ground model; thus, there are many invalid regions in the synthesized image. As a result, the regions of
interest (ROIs) for image matching between the synthesized image
and aerial image are set to the regions of the image that overlap
with the projection of the bounding box of the ground model onto
the aerial view. Then, image matching is performed between the
two ROIs.
In our experiments, we ﬁnd that direct matching of the entire
overlapped regions always generates unacceptable results, and the
true-positive matches account for only a small portion of the total
putative matches due to the large matching region and noisy nature of the synthesized images. Fortunately, because the 3D models have been coarsely aligned, the projections of the same object
in the synthesized and the selected aerial image do not deviate
much. As a result, we conduct a sub-region SIFT matching instead
of a full-region SIFT matching based on the fast library for approximate nearest neighbors (FLANN) [19] with cross-checking and the
nearest neighbor distance ratio (NNDR) test [17]. In this work, the
ratio rn is set to 0.8. To match ROIs of resolution height × width,
we perform SIFT matching between every two corresponding subregions of size height / Nr × width / Nr , which means the ROIs are
3
The ﬁgures are cropped manually from the original aerial, synthesized images
and depth maps for better visualization.

divided into Nr × Nr sub-regions. Nr is set to 10 in our experiments;
we found empirically that sub-region division is necessary for the
matching and 10 is a suitable choice for Nr .
Additionally, due to the small distortions and scale differences between the synthesized and selected aerial images, putative
matches are further ﬁltered out if they fail to satisfy the following
conditions:


σq < σg(i) σa(i) < 1/σq


, (i = 1, 2, ..., Nm )
θg(i) − θa(i)  < θd

(11)

where {σg (i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , Nm } and {σa (i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , Nm } are the
scales of Nm putative SIFT matches between the synthesized image and selected image, and {θg (i ) |i = 1, 2, . . . , Nm } and {θa (i ) |i =
1, 2, . . . , Nm } are the corresponding principal orientations, respectively. In addition, σ q sets the range of the quotient σ g (i) /σ a (i) (set
to 0.8 in this work) and θ d is the tolerated absolute difference
|θg (i) − θa (i) | (set to 30° in this work). In the experimental section, we show the impact of the ﬁltering in Eq. (11) on the ﬁnal
alignment result. Four sample matching results are shown in Fig. 8,
where the blue segments denote the putative image matches. According to Fig. 8, the proposed image matching approach is quite
effective and many 2D point matches are obtained between the
synthesized and selected images.
After the putative 2D point matches between the synthesized
and selected aerial images have been obtained, the 3D point correspondences between the coarsely aligned models can be determined by the 2D–3D mapping, and ﬁne alignment can be realized
by a similarity transformation, which can be estimated using the
obtained 3D point correspondences. The similarity transformation
is estimated by a RANSAC-like algorithm [7] with 500 iterations,
the minimal subset size of 3 and the outlier threshold ε FA of 0.3 m
in this work:
FA
MFg A = SFg A RFg A MCA
g + Tg

(12)
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Fig. 8. Four sample image matching results of the proposed method.4 The blue segments denote the putative image matches.

Table 2
Details of the three image collections for evaluating the proposed method.
Name

Nan-Chan temple (NC)

# ground images
# aerial images

2790
936
1429
1347
45 images per location
12 images per location
Pitch: – 40° ∼ 40° (step: 20°)
Pitch: 0°
yaw: 0° ∼ 320° (step: 40°)
yaw: 0° ∼ 330° (step: 30°)
5 ﬂight paths: 1 for nadir images, 4 for 45° oblique images
Canon EOS 5D Mark III / Sony NEX-5R mounted on a UAV
35 mm / 24mm
5760 × 3840 / 4912 × 3264
Built-in camera GPS / GCPs measured by D-GPS
0.91 mm / pixel
0.73 mm / pixel
8.47 mm / pixel
13.16 mm / pixel

Capturing mode of ground images
Capturing mode of aerial images
Capturing device of ground / aerial images
Focal length of ground / aerial camera
Resolution of ground / aerial images
Geo-reference for ground / aerial images
Ground resolution of ground images
Ground resolution of aerial images

where MFg A and MFaA are the ﬁnely aligned models (the aerial
FA
FA
FA
model remains unchanged: MFaA = MCA
a ), and {Sg , Rg , Tg } is the
estimated similarity transformation for the ﬁne alignment.
3. Experimental results
3.1. Datasets
As noted in [23], there is currently no publicly available dataset
with both ground and aerial data for the same geographic location.
As a result, the proposed method is evaluated on our datasets:
three ancient Chinese Buddhist temples, the Nan-Chan (NC) Buddhist temple (Fig. 9a and b), the Yun-Ju (YJ) Buddhist temple (Fig.
9f and g) and the Fo-Guang (FG) Buddhist temple (Fig. 9k and l).
The details of these three image collections are listed in Table 2.

4
The ﬁgures are cropped manually from the ROIs of the original aerial and synthesized images for better visualization.

Yun-Ju temple (YJ)

Fo-Guang temple (FG)
972
1596
36 images per location
Pitch: – 20° ∼ 40° (step: 20°)
yaw: 0° ∼ 320° (step: 40°)

0.77 mm / pixel
14.29 mm / pixel

According to Table 2, there are dramatic differences in viewpoint
(pitch angle) and scale (ground resolution) between the ground
and aerial images. The ground and aerial models (Fig. 9c, d, h, i,
m and n) are reconstructed by the methods of [5,22].
3.2. Qualitative model alignment results
The ﬁne alignment results are qualitatively shown in Fig. 9e,
j and o. In addition, Fig. 10 shows the ﬁne alignment results of
the models and camera poses for Nan-Chan temple. From Figs.
9 and 10 we can conclude that both the models and the camera poses are aligned well. We also performed surface reconstruction on the models of the Nan-Chan temple using the method in
[12] to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model alignment algorithm. Surface reconstruction was performed only on the ground
model (Fig. 11a), only on the aerial model (Fig. 11b), and on the
ﬁnely aligned models (Fig. 11c). The surface reconstruction result
of the ground model lacks roof information, while that of the aerial
model lacks structural details. Completeness and structural details
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Fig. 9. Image collections for evaluation and the ﬁne alignment results of the proposed method. (a). A sample ground image of Nan-Chan temple. (b). A sample aerial image
of Nan-Chan temple. (c). Ground model of Nan-Chan temple. (d). Aerial model of Nan-Chan temple. (e). Fine alignment result of Nan-Chan temple. (f)–(j) items similar to
(a)–(e) of Yun-Ju temple. (k)–(o) items similar to (a)–(e) of Fo-Guang temple.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. The ﬁne alignment results of the models and camera poses (red cones) for Nan-Chan temple. (a). Zoom-out result. (b). Zoom-in result.

are both achieved in the surface reconstruction obtained by ﬁnely
aligning the two models.
3.3. Quantitative metrics design
As mentioned in [21], it is diﬃcult to deﬁne exact metrics
to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of the alignment results.
Therefore, we design an approximate quantitative measurement
method for the accuracy evaluation. We manually obtain the coordinates of several corresponding spatial points in the ground
and aerial models and mark them as reference points. The selected spatial points are distributed evenly throughout the overlapped region of the ground and aerial models. Some reference
points for the Nan-Chan temple and Fo-Guang temple datasets are
shown in Fig. 12 by red crosses. Then, the reference points of the
ground model are transformed by the estimated similarity transformation (Section 2.3.3), and ﬁnally, they are compared with the
corresponding points of the aerial model. The average and median

errors between the transformed ground reference points and the
aerial reference points are taken as the quantitative evaluation criteria. Note that the metrics include not only the ground-to-aerial
alignment errors, but also the possible errors introduced by the reconstruction procedures and manual operations. However, we believe the metrics can suﬃciently characterize the alignment accuracy in common situations.
3.4. Evaluation of parameter settings
There are eleven parameters in the proposed method, as listed
in Table 3. Among these, ﬁve parameters (Ns , α , Nr , σ q , and θ d )
have relatively signiﬁcant inﬂuences on the model alignment results; their inﬂuences will be assessed next. Other parameters do
not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the results, and are ﬁxed to the values
shown in Table 3 during the model alignment process.
The parameters Ns , α and Nr in Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2 and
2.3.3 directly affect the results of view selection, synthesis, and
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Fig. 11. Surface reconstruction results for the Nan-Chan temple. (a) The ground model. (b). The aerial model. (c). The ground and aerial models after ﬁne alignment.

Fig. 12. Examples of reference points for quantitative evaluation. (a). Reference points of Nan-Chan temple. (b). Reference points of Fo-Guang temple.
Table 3
Parameters table of the proposed method.
Symbol

Value

Section

Description

ɛCA
ra

1.0 m
30%
45°
10
0.5
90°
0.8
10
0.8
30°
0.3 m

2.2
2.3.1
2.3.1
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.3
2.3.3
2.3.3
2.3.3

Inlier threshold of similarity transformation estimation for coarse alignment
Area ratio threshold for initial aerial view ﬁltering
Pitch angle threshold for initial aerial view ﬁltering
Cardinality for ﬁnal aerial view selection
Balancing factor for image synthesis
Visible angle threshold for visibility ﬁltering
Ratio threshold for nearest neighbor distance ratio (NNDR) test
Number of sub-regions in one dimension for image matching
Scale quotient threshold for putative matches ﬁltering
Principal orientation absolute difference threshold for putative matches ﬁltering
Inlier threshold of similarity transformation estimation for ﬁne alignment

θp
Ns

α
θv
rn
Nr

σq
θd
ε FA

matching, and all these intermediate steps signiﬁcantly affect the
ﬁne alignment result. Therefore, we evaluate the settings of these
parameters by comparing the average and median alignment errors as described in Section 3.3. Because Ns , α and Nr are three
parameters in three sequential steps of our proposed method, we
assess their inﬂuences individually. During the evaluation of one
parameter, the other two parameters are ﬁxed to the values shown
in Table 3. The results appear in Fig. 13.
According to Fig. 13a and b, the alignment accuracy improves as Ns increases, but the computing time increases accordingly. When Ns is larger than 10, the alignment accuracy
improvement becomes less signiﬁcant; thus, Ns is set to 10 in
this work to balance the accuracy and eﬃciency demands of the
alignment.
The inclusion of the parameter α (inclusion of the density term
tρ ( k ) in Eq. (8)) improves the alignment result signiﬁcantly. As
shown in Fig. 13c and d, the changes in α do not impact the alignment result much when α > 0.2, and the result is relatively good
when α is set to 0.5.

The value of Nr inﬂuences the alignment result signiﬁcantly
(Fig. 13e and f). The result is poor when Nr is either too small
or too large. On the one hand, as Nr decreases, the sub-region
for SIFT matching becomes larger. Matching between the selected
and noisy synthesized images in a larger matching region yields
a poorer result. When Nr = 1, SIFT matching is performed without
sub-region division; hence, the result is very poor. On the other
hand, as Nr becomes larger, the sub-region decreases. When Nr is
too small, the overlapped region is too small for SIFT matching between the sub-regions of synthesized and selected aerial images
due to the inaccurate coarse alignment. Fairly good alignment results can be achieved when Nr is set to a value between 7 and 17,
and 10 is a proper choice.
In addition, the ﬁltering conditions given in Eq. (11) in Section
2.3.3 inﬂuence the SIFT matching, which, in turn, impacts the ﬁne
alignment result. Here, we evaluate the effects of the conditions
by disabling individually and then comparing the alignment results
with the original one; the comparison results are shown in Table
4. We can conclude from Table 4 that the alignment result with ﬁl-
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Fig. 13. The experimental results for parameter setting evaluation. The parameters evaluated here are Ns in Section 2.3.1, α in Section 2.3.2 and Nr in Section 2.3.3. NC, YJ
and FG are the datasets of Nan-Chan, Yun-Ju and Fo-Guang temple. The left and right columns show the average and median alignment errors (in meters), respectively.
Table 4
Evaluation of parameters σ q and θ d in Eq. (11). x̄ and x˜ are the average and median alignment
errors (in meters) respectively.
Dataset

Nan-Chan temple
Yun-Ju temple
Fo-Guang temple

Proposed method

Disable σ q in Eq. (11)

Disable θ d in Eq. (11)

x̄/m

x̄/m

x̄/m

x̄/m

x̄/m

x̄/m

0.0783
0.1139
0.1166

0.0671
0.0834
0.0839

0.0966
0.1311
0.1321

0.0898
0.0992
0.1251

0.0866
0.1261
0.1211

0.0796
0.0957
0.1063
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Fig. 14. The image matching results between three ground and aerial image pairs. (a), (c) and (e). The results of SIFT [16] matching. (b), (d) and (f) The results of A-SIFT
[18] matching. The blue segments denote the true-positive point matches while the red segments denote the false-positive point matches.

tering steps achieves higher accuracy; thus, the proposed ﬁltering
approach is an effective step when performing SIFT matching.
3.5. Comparison with existing methods
We compared our proposed model alignment method with the
following three types of methods: two 2D local feature based image matching method [16,18], a 3D local feature based method
[20] and an image synthesis based method [21].
For the 2D local feature based image matching method, we
tried to match the ground and aerial images directly using SIFT
[16] and A-SIFT [18]. However, if the image matching were performed between the original ground and aerial images, few truepositive matches would be achieved due to the dramatic differences in viewpoint and scale between them. As a result, to eliminate the factor of scale difference, the aerial image was cropped to
cover the same region as the ground image, and then the ground
image was down-sampled to the same resolution as the cropped
aerial image. After this pre-processing procedure, SIFT [16] and ASIFT [18] image matching was performed between the processed
ground and aerial images, followed by NNDR test and fundamental matrix based ﬁltering [11]. The point matches of three example

image pairs are shown in Fig. 14. According to the image matching results, the 2D image features perform poorly in the case of
ground-to-aerial image matching, even when the images have been
pre-processed. As shown in the left column of Fig. 14, the results of
SIFT matching [16] are messy, because this method cannot handle
large viewpoint changes (Fig. 14a, c and e). As shown in the right
column of Fig. 14, some true-positive point matches are achieved
by A-SIFT matching [18], as expected, because it is more robust
to viewpoint differences than SIFT matching. However, many falsepositive point matches cannot be avoided (Fig. 14d and f), and
sometimes, no point match occurs (Fig. 14b) when the viewpoint
changed too much. In contrast, using our proposed method, the
images were matched successfully and included many true-positive
point matches, as shown in Fig. 8.
In addition to the direct 2D feature matching between aerial
and ground images, the 3D FPFH feature [20] based model alignment method implemented in the point cloud library (PCL) [28] is
also tested. The inputs of the method are the two point clouds
to be aligned. The point clouds are ﬁrst down-sampled. Then, the
FPFH features of the down-sampled points are extracted. Based on
the estimated 3D local features, the models are aligned using a
RANSAC-based similarity transformation estimation approach. This
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Fig. 15. The results of the FPFH [20] based model alignment method. (a). The result for Nan-Chan temple. (b). The result for Yun-Ju temple. (c). The result for Fo-Guang
temple. The ground models are colored green for better visualization. The alignment results are completely incorrect.

Table 5
The comparison results for model alignment with Shan et al. [21]. x̄ and x˜ are
the average and median alignment errors (in meters). T is the total time-cost (in
seconds).
Dataset

Nan-Chan temple
Yun-Ju temple
Fo-Guang temple

Proposed method

Shan et al. [21]

x̄/m

x̄/m

T/s

x̄/m

x̄/m

T/s

0.0783
0.1139
0.1166

0.0671
0.0834
0.0839

426
441
455

0.0919
0.1331
0.1287

0.0907
0.1158
0.1075

1715
1754
1877

method was tested on our three datasets of the Nan-Chan, Yun-Ju
and Fo-Guang temples and the alignment results are shown in Fig.
15. The alignment results are completely incorrect; possible reasons for this include the following: ﬁrst, the overlapping regions
between the ground model and aerial model are very limited; second, the density of the ground point cloud is much larger than that
of the aerial point cloud; and third, point clouds that were reconstructed using an image based modeling pipeline are usually noisy.
All these factors cause the 3D local features to perform poorly in
the ground-to-aerial model alignment task considered here.
Finally, we compared the proposed method with a state-of-theart technique [21] in terms of both accuracy and eﬃciency. The
results are shown in Table 5, which shows that the ﬁnal alignment
result of the method in [21] is less accurate than the result of our
method. This result occurs because our aerial view is synthesized
from the ground model; thus, the synthesized images are more
complete and more appropriate for SIFT matching. As for the alignment eﬃciency, the method in [21] is much more time-consuming
(approximately 4 times slower) than ours because the time complexity of the method in [21] is approximately o(Ns Ns ), while ours
is o(Ns ), where Ns and Ns are the numbers of ground and aerial
images involved in the alignment process, respectively.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for accurate and
eﬃcient ground-to-aerial model alignment. The alignment is performed in two steps, coarse alignment and ﬁne alignment. Coarse
alignment is performed by transforming both the ground and
aerial models to the geo-referenced coordinate system using GPS
meta-information of the ground and aerial images. Then, a similarity transformation between the 3D point correspondences of
the coarsely aligned models is estimated to ﬁnely align the two
models. Our main contributions are the three key steps in the
ﬁne alignment proposed to obtain the reliable 3D point correspondences, namely, aerial view selection, aerial view synthesis and
sub-region SIFT matching. The experimental results show that the
proposed method is effective for ground-to-aerial alignment, and

that it performs better than several state-of-the-art techniques in
terms of both accuracy and eﬃciency.
In the future, we intend to develop new techniques to address
cases in which the global alignment by a single similarity transformation is not satisfactory. We plan to segment the ground model
of the large-scale architectural scene into single buildings [14] and
align them to the aerial model separately. In addition, we plan
to explore approaches to link image feature tracks between the
ground and aerial models with a ﬁnal bundle adjustment (BA)
[11] process to bundle the two aligned models more tightly.
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